Medicine River Aquifer Complex At Risk
by Dale Christian (MFAC)

MFAC’s Forced March
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The Good News!
In 2012, Red Deer County funded and accepted an Environmentally Significant Areas study, and incorporated
recommendations into their development and land use
plans. Thus, when the majority of elected municipal
council decided to deny the gravel pits, they based their
land use decision in part on environmental conservation
of natural capital. The Subdivision and Appeal Boards
backed them up for now.
The Red Deer/Medicine River Aquifer Reservoir holds,
cleans and keeps cold at least 4 times the volume of the
river’s flow. This is the water you enjoy as downstream
users. It is also the water you pay to clean. The Medicine River Fishery provided refugee fish a safe place
during the 2013 flood that decimated the Red Deer River fishery and will do so again. The Medicine River/
Dickson Creek reach is the identified and world renown
Walleye spawning ground for the Red Deer River.
( Fishery Round Table,; Vance Buchwald Medicine River Fish Survey 2009) It is your taxes that pay and pay
again to restore, rebuild and berm river banks, end pit
scar ponds and infrastructure. Once the local Riparian
areas, the Shallow Ground Water flows, the Wetlands
and the single remaining Wildlife Corridor is deforested, dug out, fragmented and/ or severed, a large, critical piece of Aquifer Connectivity, essential to downstream users will be gone. We need to show gratitude
and support to our Mayor and the majority of councillors for their courageous environmental decisions.

This pictures shows the Dickson Creek/Medicine River
confluence late in the fall - you can see the other vegetated area stream was bermed off. However, it is still
deemed Crown Land.

One of the stranded large pike found in the ditch in
2014. The water was running out of the pits back to the
Red Deer River.

This is what happened to RR20 south in 2013 - (the
same as in 2005 and 1990). On the right side you can
see the captured pit area where the Red Deer river is
flooding through the road. The people on the left side
have been bought out recently as their foundation was
washed away and they were stranded for three weeks.

This is the area which the last gravel application was
for. You can see where 6M was already gravelling out
(look at the area just south of the vegetated strip). This
area is subject to spring flooding at the existing elevation. You might be able to see why we think lowering it
would cause a river cut across leaving the loop stranded!

